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1. Introduction and mission statement 

LWM works towards more localised approaches to supply chains, ownership and decision-

making for a more just and sustainable economy. We see localisation and decentralising 

capitalism as key to progressing gently radical economic change.  

We do this by: 

- bringing people and organisations together to explore ideas and take action;  

- providing information and inspiration;  

- researching, advising and challenging.   

 

History 

LWM was set up in 2002 by a group of individuals keen to propose solutions as a 

constructive response to the problems of mainstream economics. Our West Midlands focus 

is intended to make use of the region’s geographical balance of urban and rural. We also 

look beyond the region, seeking to catalyse ideas across the UK and to make links with the 

many organisations working on a similar agenda across the world. We have developed as a 

consultancy and are able to support organisations in their efforts to maximise social value 

and ownership of the economy in a range of sectors and cross-sector areas. 

Past work has included co-creating the business plan for Birmingham Energy Savers based 

on developing local supply chains, work on sustainable procurement, research into tackling 

fuel poverty through the Green Deal, reviewing Friends of the Earth’s environmental rights 

empowerment activities, evaluation of the West Midlands LEPs’ proposals on sustainable 

development and localisation criteria and, more recently, programmes of research, action 

research and practical work on mainstreaming community economic development, or 

Localising Prosperity. 

 

2. Activities over the year - 2015-16 

Localising Prosperity 

Localising Prosperity is a LWM programme of activity, funded by Barrow Cadbury Trust, 

based on making the most of local enterprise, existing business supply chains, networks, 

community assets and human potential. We are now working on the third stage of this 

programme. 

The first stage, Mainstreaming Community Economic Development, produced 

groundbreaking research into how a localising approach to economics can contribute to 

prosperity, social inclusion and local distinctiveness, and how this can be integrated into 

conventional economic development. The second stage built on these findings by 

collaborating with partners in case study and practical work, and developing the excellent 

Localising Prosperity web resources. 
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We are now working on the third, two-year 

phase, from 2016-18. The funding covers four 

days per week of coordinator time. This has 

enabled us to bring in a second member of 

staff, important for sustaining LWM. An 

introduction to new joint coordinator Karen 

McCarthy can be found in Section 4. Our 

coordinators are focusing on a range of 

practical applications depending on the 

opportunities that arise: 

a) Progressing a Localising Prosperity agenda with the Sandwell & West Birmingham 

Hospitals NHS Trust, to ensure the new hospital can create more local money flow and 

reduce disadvantage 

b) Engaging with Black Country and Birmingham LEP contacts to identify and bridge 

the gaps between community-led economic development, LEP agendas and 

regeneration initiatives and highlight how these can be better integrated 

c) Developing collaborative local networking around this agenda 

d) Exploring the potential for local currencies in the West Midlands (see Birmingham 

Pound) 

f) Develop tools for and engage with Business Improvement Districts & other traders’ 

networks 

g) Explore opportunities to influence the West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) 

and other devolution towards maximising local value 

h) Explore opportunities for national collaborations with likeminded groups 

i) Develop a Localising Prosperity consultancy service for locally-owned businesses 

who want to increase and demonstrate their local social value 

j) Support and learn from one or more communities in implementing a genuinely 

community-led economic approach. 

Of these, current priorities are the Midland Metropolitan Hospital interventions, engaging 

with the WMCA via the Civil Society Forum, and the Birmingham Pound. Some work has also 

been carried out on developing opportunities with the private sector. These are covered 

below. Collaboration nationally and locally is being progressed through joint activity with 

other groups, as below, and in the following year through emerging opportunities with the 

Centre for Local Economic Strategies (CLES) and the New Economics Foundation (NEF). We 

are planning to pick up opportunities with BIDS in the coming financial year, perhaps 

through the Birmingham Pound. 

Midland Metropolitan Hospital 

Our latest project builds on work done by ourselves and others on the regeneration impact 

of a major project such as a new hospital.  The Midland Metropolitan Hospital will bring 

together elements of City and Sandwell Hospitals, run by the Sandwell and West 
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Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust on a site on 

the border of Sandwell and Birmingham, or 

the edge of Smethwick and Ladywood, both 

areas with high levels of deprivation. 

One of the most exciting developments has 

been a partnership coming together to bid for 

EU Urban Innovative Actions funding: this 

involved University of Birmingham, 

Birmingham City University, Birmingham City 

Council and a number of other partners 

including ourselves working together at short notice to put in a bid covering the area around 

the hospital site.  The programme has an 80% intervention rate, i.e. 1 day of our time would 

lever in four days funded by the bid.  As the bids were in before the EU referendum, the 

funding is still there.  Our bid is through the strategic assessment to the final operational 

stage: a shortlist of 27 of which 20 will be funded. 

If successful, this will bring new partners into the area.  If unsuccessful, we will work to 

involve some of those organisations with our existing networks.  We are working closely 

with community groups and other agencies in the area, and are now starting to talk to local 

small/medium sized businesses too. So for example, without the UIA programme, the 

universities could still offer modules which would generate real benefits for the local area. 

Work on the past procurement patterns of the hospital trust is almost complete.  Financial 

pressures in the NHS and Lord Carter's efficiency review have sent this work in a slightly 

different direction. Our conclusions shift the emphasis for the time being, other than for 

food procurement, from setting a target for local procurement to getting local businesses 

interested in supplying the NHS.  Food procurement remains an area for development and 

there is enthusiasm for this across the relevant agencies including Public Health in both 

Sandwell and Birmingham.    

The third aspect of the hospital's purchasing power, after mainstream procurement and 

food, is the scope for local businesses and new enterprises to meet the needs and 

aspirations of patients, staff and visitors.  The “big idea” here is the international food 

market, where we have used the experience of community markets which are Community 

Interest Companies to propose a workable model that will encourage new micro-businesses.  

There are other ideas which need to be developed, such as a cycle hub, ethical car valeting, 

and Finnish-style baby boxes.   

 There is also a strand of work around social value in services commissioned by the hospital 

trust, from healthcare to cleaning. Our role in this may be limited to asking the right 

questions and linking up the right people, but it will contribute to localising opportunity. 

Birmingham Pound 

The first meeting to discuss a local currency or currencies on the Bristol Pound model, for 

the West Midlands or its constituent parts, was held in March 2015. Since then a strong 

Birmingham Pound initiative has formed, united around this being an inclusive currency that 

The Green for the new hospital 
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everyone in the city feels is theirs to use. LWM sees enormous potential for local currencies 

in communicating how purchasing locally can generate more local income and keep money 

in the “real” economy that benefits local people.  There was also interest from 

Wolverhampton and Sandwell in developing local currencies, but this has not yet 

progressed.  

The Birmingham Pound group, chaired by Karen Leach, is now planning a pilot project in two 

or three areas of Birmingham, probably the number 50 bus route, and Handsworth and 

Lozells. Alongside some of LWM’s time through the Barrow Cadbury grant, it has received 

funding via Bristol Pound to cover two days per week for Birmingham Pound team members 

Ridhi Kalaria, Corline Hazenoot and Phil Beardmore on establishing the currency and 

running a workshop in October. It has also received small grants from Birmingham Law 

School and the Wisdom Factory. The idea has been very well received on social media and 

at a trial promotion event in Summerfield. It has secured in principle support from 

Birmingham City Council and we’re optimistic of starting the pilot in 2017.  

Civil Society Forum 

Concerned both about the lack of civil 

society engagement with the new 

Combined Authorities, and about its 

conventional economic approach, LWM 

organised a meeting on 1
st

 October 2015 for 

West Midlands non-profit organisations to 

discuss this. The result is the Civil Society 

Forum, established to provide a civil society 

voice into the West Midlands Combined 

Authority. Since then, the forum has met 

regularly, and also operates through 

working groups which have expanded membership. Originally these were formed on the 

WMCA themes of transport and spatial planning; housing and homelessness; mental health; 

local economics, training & workforce development; civic engagement; and youth justice. Of 

these, housing, transport and economics groups have held meetings. Membership is open 

to all voluntary and community sector organisations in the area covered by the WMCA. 

About 25 organisations have engaged with the Forum so far, but capacity is of course always 

an issue. 

Positive meetings have also been held with WMCA officers, establishing the principle that 

civil society can be involved at early stages of WMCA policy-making. We have also begun 

meeting with the body that was later set up by the VCS infrastructure organisations for a 

very similar purpose, to discuss how we work together in the future to avoid duplication.  

LWM has played a crucial role in chairing and supporting the WMCSF. As well as ensuring 

the principle of civil society involvement is followed, a statement on economics has been 

drafted by the economics subgroup that closely follows Localising Prosperity principles. 

DCLG Community Economic Development programme 

Corline on the Birmingham Pound stall, Summerifleld 
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From April 2015 to March 2016 the Department for Communities and Local Government ran 

a programme piloting Community Economic Development plans with 50 communities. A 

consortium of New Economics Foundation, Co-ops UK, Locality and the Community 

Development Foundation delivered this. Karen Leach acted as one of the programme’s 

advisers to a local community, namely Community Foundation in East Handsworth and 

Lozells.  The consortium describes CED as being  about communities working together to 

identify what actions they can take to improve their local economy, for example by setting 

up community enterprises or getting more opportunities for local businesses: CED 

empowers communities not only to provide the livelihoods, goods and services they need 

but also to deliver positive environmental and social impacts.  

The Lozells and East Handsworth CED plan’s top priorities were increasing personal and 

business access to finance, providing opportunities for local sales of second hand goods, and 

developing a charter for local purchasing for the neighbourhood’s anchor institutions and 

businesses, and actions were identified for local partners to take these forward.  We were 

singled out at the DCLG programme review meeting for the strength of our work, and the 

community was pleased with our support. We gave detailed feedback about changes that 

would be useful for next time, and learned a lot about how a CED project could ideally run. 

The programme is running again in 2016-17.  

Participology 

We were a partner in an innovative project with Birmingham City University’s Centre for 

Environment and Society Research. Led by Professor Alister Scott, this ESRC-funded piece of 

work picks up a game made during a previous project(in which we were also a partner), 

Rufopoly, in which players travel   through a fictitious “rural-urban fringe” landscape tackling 

typical problems caused by the conflicting pressures around development, environmental 

governance and growing populations. It helps players to understand the value conflicts 

more clearly and potentially to step out of the role they have traditionally played and 

understand others’ perspectives.  

An image of the game from the Participology website 

 

Participology has taken this concept further to create and test an adaptable game-based 

resource kit that can be tailored to diverse circumstances and landscapes to help people 

understand and incorporate conflicted (economic, environmental and social) values into 

decisions in their specific context. LWM brought its networks and its knowledge of 

community economics, civil society engagement and sustainable development to the 

project. The finished Participology tool is here. It has been shortlisted for the Sir Peter Hall 

engagement category  research excellence prize by the RTPI. 
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Consultancy development (LP) 

We undertook some work during the year for LWM associates to discuss opportunities to 

offer consultancy services to the local private sector that incorporate the Localising 

Prosperity approach: for example helping private sector organisations to maximise their 

local economic impact whilst not damaging their bottom line.  

A prospectus of the LWM offer was developed and some potential audiences for the 

prospectus including business support agencies; BIDS, and the more prosperous institutions 

that can be found in Birmingham’s business district. LWM’s consultancy capacity has 

become very low due to associates finding other employment and due to the ongoing 

difficult economic environment. Remaining associates have also been unsure that there 

would be much private sector willingness to pay for such services. All this has reduced our 

focus on this area. 

Since the 2015-16 year end, we have been discussing possible opportunities on the circular 

economy agenda with potential partners. 

The work also generated some research ideas which we are exploring with other partners. 

Lessons from Community Forum 

During the year 2013-14, LWM member Jon Stevens produced a report, Reflections on 

Community Forum, evaluating the 1970s community engagement initiative Community 

Forum. This was put together from the reflections of those who were involved at the time 

and was funded by a small grant from Barrow Cadbury Trust. A workshop was held with the 

Centre for Urban and Regional Studies at the University of Birmingham on 15
th

 May 2015 to 

use its findings to explore lessons for current times.  

Since then, various personal circumstances have prevented Jon from completing the report 

on this work. He plans to complete it within the coming few weeks, and it will then be 

available on our website. Issues that it will cover include the case for coordinated 

intervention to tackle Birmingham’s pressing housing and related problems in its inner city 

areas; the importance of an overarching strategy from the City Council to shape and guide 

such interventions; the challenge of finding resources for this in an era of severe public 

expenditure restraint; and how local communities might be fully engaged in formulating and 

in implementing a new strategy.  

Devolution agenda 

In April 2015 LWM emailed 177 parliamentary candidates across the West Midlands to seek 

their views on decentralisation and devolution, to deliver greater local political and 

economic power. This was in advance of the 2015 General Election. LWM volunteer 

Rebekah Karibinas helped us with this work. In particular we asked what candidates would 

do about devolving powers to more local levels and maximising local benefit from economic 

activity. As much water has passed under the political bridge since then, we won’t go into 

the detail of responses at this stage, but it was a useful tool for raising the profile of 

decentralisation and devolution at the Westminster level and we published the results on 

our website. 
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Other collaborations 

- In June 2015 we held a joint event on the theme of Collaboration for Stronger Local 

Economies, as part of a NEF/New Start series of events in 10 cities across the UK to 

map and activate alternative approaches to local economics. We had wide-ranging 

attendance from our network, generated interest from useful contacts in the 

Birmingham Pound and agreed some priorities for future work, some of which LWM 

has since taken forward. The resulting New Start Birmingham issue was excellent for 

raising the profile of the Localising Prosperity approach.  We will be working with 

NEF and New Start on a follow-up project this year (see section 3 below). 

- We were a partner in three meetings (Anti Austerity but Pro What) coordinated by 

Michael Orton (Politics of Networks) to identify five key principles behind which anti-

austerity campaigners can unite. These were a useful thinking and sharing exercise. 

A smaller group are continuing to refine, test and communicate the agreed 

principles, which were: Enabling Potential, Equal Society, Participatory Democracy, 

Common Ownership of Resources and Environmental Sustainability. 

- LWM has had various speaker engagements over the year, including speaking at the 

CLES conference in Manchester in July 2015 on Making Devolution Work in a session 

entitled ‘alternative economic strategies’. As well as raising the profile of LWM’s 

approach this was also very useful learning environment for our engagement with 

the Combined Authority. In May 2015 we gave a webinar on Localising 

Prosperity/MCED for the Canadian Community Economic Development Network. 

This generated a lot of interest and an (sadly not expenses paid!) invitation to their 

conference in Toronto in 

2016.  We also 

contributed to a 

Common Purpose 

session in March 2016 

on the theme “What 

makes a strong local 

economy” – on a panel 

with representatives 

from the Bank of 

England and Royal Bank 

of Scotland.   

 

 

3. The Future 

The Localising Prosperity project will be continuing until August 2017, giving us the 

opportunity to develop some stability on the back of its successes. The Birmingham Pound 

continues to be the most visible and inspiring way we have found to raise awareness of 

economic localisation and will continue to be a major focus for LWM. Having contributed 

significantly to the work around maximising the benefits of the Midland Metropolitan 

Illustration by Laura Sorvala www.auralab.co.uk 
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Hospital, we hope to be able to take this work forward too via the European-funded Urban 

Innovation Actions programme. We are also keen to support local neighbourhoods with 

Community Economic Development activity, particularly in the post-Brexit context of the 

need to build communities that can tackle real economic problems in a united way.  

We are keen to bring in one or two new Board members in 2016-17. 

We’re exploring various proposals for work, but the ongoing voluntary sector recession 

means that more organisations are going for fewer resources. We will be a partner in the 

NEF/New Start project, Accelerating Resilient City Economies, which will run from 

September until spring 2017 developing more detailed policy work in five cities, of which 

Birmingham is one. Unfortunately their funder would not fund the time of local partners 

that they requested, believing that local partners could somehow devise their angle on the 

project and fundraise to cover it. We are therefore seeking a small amount of funds to cover 

our time on this project. We’re keen to have a policy focus on the Combined Authority, 

perhaps around inclusive economic indicators or civic engagement.  

We will also be supporting a forthcoming CLES project around Birmingham’s anchor 

institutions. We are part of a consortium exploring how we might adapt the Renew Wales 

model to offer peer support for sustainability-orientated community enterprise in England. 

Meanwhile we will pursue any opportunities that arise for sustainable income generation 

through our consultancy activity. 

4. People 

Staff and Volunteers 

 

Thanks to two years’ funding from the Barrow Cadbury Trust, we took the decision to 

employ two coordinators sharing the four-day-a-week role. As our sole permanent staff 

role, this is effectively our chief executive, company secretary, administrator, website 

manager and finance manager as well as leading on various projects. We recruited in 

November 2015 and conveniently both coordinators are called Karen. 

 

Karen Leach has been LWM coordinator since 2002 and during this year has 

been leading on the Birmingham Pound. She previously created the role of 

Campaigns Support Worker with Birmingham Friends of the Earth. She is 

also on Birmingham FOE’s Management Committee, responsible for the 

community environmental building The Warehouse, where LWM rents its 

office, and chairs the Moseley Road Baths Action Group, trying to secure a 

future for these historic swimming baths. 

 

Karen McCarthy was employed in November 2015 to share the role of 

Coordinator with Karen Leach, and is leading on the Midland Metropolitan 

Hospital aspect of Localising Prosperity. Karen has worked in the public 

and third sectors in a variety of roles. Most recently, she has run care 

services both as a social enterprise and for a local authority. Her interests 

include co-production, practical devolution and dignity in care. She is 

looking forward to working on initiatives around the new Midland 
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Metropolitan hospital, but also contributing to LWM’s wider work. She is also a councillor in 

Birmingham and a youth leader for St John Ambulance. 

 

We are grateful for the voluntary help of Andrew Jolly of CoSec Ltd for once again kindly 

administering our payroll during the year, as well as for the voluntary time of all LWM 

members and board members.  

Board members 

Over the year the following have been Board members of Localise West Midlands: 

 

Jon Morris (Chair) 

A housing, planning and regeneration consultant who led LWM’s work on Birmingham 

Energy Savers and contributed to MCED. Former Director of Coventry New Deal for 

Communities, Chair of Royal Town Planning Institute Housing Panel, Extensive experience in 

the fields of housing, planning and regeneration, as a practitioner, researcher and lecturer. 

Jon has also been a member of a number of ministerial advisory groups and an expert 

witness to the House of Commons Environment Select Committee. 

 

Paul Cobbing (Vice Chair) 

(Also LWM associate). Paul has worked for the last 30 years on environmental issues, from 

operational land management to policy development and implementation across climate 

change and the natural environment.  He is now chief executive of the National Flood 

Forum, a charity that supports and represents people at risk of flooding.  He has experience 

of developing and supporting sustainable development, climate change and environmental 

networks across the West Midlands, and working with them to progress strategic action.   

He is convenor of the West Midlands section of the Chartered Institute of Ecology and 

Environmental Management and a member of the West Midlands Forestry & Woodland 

Advisory Committee and the Warwickshire, Coventry and Solihull Local Nature Partnership. 

 

Jackie Milton (Treasurer) 

Jackie has run her own accounting practice for the last eight years, with a special interest in 

community projects and new business start-ups. She is also a Trustee of the Cwm Harry 

Land Trust and involved in Lightfoot Enterprises CIC (Household Energy Services), and was 

formerly a Trustee of Fordhall Farm Community Land Initiative. 

 

Phil Beardmore 

(Also LWM associate). Phil works for LWM and others as an environmental and third sector 

consultant specialising in thought innovation. He founded the renewable energy co-

operative CoRE50.  His clients include local authorities, utilities, construction companies and 

social enterprises.  In 2010 Phil was voted one of the top 50 Green Leaders in the West 

Midlands, is the Third Sector Assembly Environment Network Champion and member of 

Birmingham's Green Commission.   

 

Chris Crean 

Friends of the Earth's Regional Campaigner for the West Midlands. Chris has been involved 

with Friends of the Earth (FOE) since the late 80s, initially as a campaigner on air pollution 
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and transport in Birmingham and the West Midlands and now as campaigner, policy officer 

and spokesperson in the region. Previously he worked for an environmental consultancy 

specialising in contaminated land and industrial water.  

 

Paul Hutchens 

Paul formed Eco2Solar in 2007 to address the emerging market for renewable energy 

technologies, installing on commercial buildings, social housing and homes. Clients include 

Birmingham City Council, Sanctuary Housing and Barratt Homes. Paul also launched 

Eco2Energy alongside Eco2Solar which addresses the need for non-domestic buildings to 

reduce their energy bills by installing energy efficiency technologies. Eco2Solar won the 

2012 Centre for Constructing Excellence’s SME of the Year Award regionally and nationally 

whilst Paul has recently won Midlands Entrepreneur of the year 2013 and an IOD Director of 

the Year award in the environmental category. Paul sits on steering group of METNET and 

RESCO and is a visiting lecturer in solar technologies for the European Energy Center. Paul 

retired from LWM’s board in February 2016. 

 

Andrew Lydon 

Andrew was initially involved in the Labour Party, where he developed his interest in 

decentralisation and economic development in drafting parts of their Birmingham Council 

manifesto. Since 1992, when he left Labour, he has been involved in the politics of the 

regions as a spokesman for the West Midlands New Economics Group and later for 

Birmingham NHS Concern. He works on prosperity and inflation issues for LWM. 

 

George Morran 

Involved also in the Campaign for the English Regions and the West Midlands Constitional 

Convention. Formerly Senior Research Associate at Aston and Warwick University Business 

Schools, Director of the West Midlands Regional Forum of Local Authorities, the West 

Midlands Regional Economic Consortium and Assistant Chief Executive of Dudley MBC. 

George retired from the Board in October 2015. 

Rose Poulter 

Rose Poulter is a Board Member and Associate of Localise West Midlands. Now a freelance 

consultant with a focus on securing decisions, policy development and organisational 

change, she was previously Director of the west midlands regional grouping of local 

authorities (WM Councils; WM Leaders’ Board; WM Local Government Association) for 

fourteen years. She also spent two years on a secondment to regional development agency 

Advantage WM, and held various economic development posts with Birmingham City 

Council. Rose also works with Age UK Birmingham's Information and Advice Team on a 

voluntary basis. 

 

Jon Stevens 

(Also LWM associate). Jon has worked in the field of community housing and 

neighbourhood regeneration for almost 40 years. Initially he trained as an architect and 

went on to work on community action in various posts over this period including Director of 

Birmingham Cooperative Housing Services, Community Development Worker for 

Birmingham Inner Area Study, Organiser of Community Forum in Birmingham, Senior Urban 

Renewal Officer, and Tenant and Association Support Manager for the Housing Corporation. 
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Hannah Worth  

Hannah was chair of LWM until the October 2012 AGM, and at the same time co-founder 

and associate of the Chamberlain Forum, a neighbourhood think-and-do tank based in 

Birmingham. She first came to LWM as a volunteer after completing a Masters in Global 

Ethics. She moved on to manage Birmingham Community Empowerment Network, 

facilitating community networks that aim to involve people more effectively in local decision 

making. Hannah now works for Renaisi in London for the Big Local Lottery programme. 

 

Additional Steering Group Members and Associates 

 

The following have been actively involved in LWM’s steering group over the year and attend 

and contribute to our Board meetings, or act as associates for LWM’s consultancy activities 

– or both. 

 

Barbara Panvel 

(Steering group) Barbara produces websites for eight groups, Civilisation 3000 (defence), 

Vested Interest in Politics, regional SME manufacturers, Fair Deal Farmers Council, New Era 

Network,  India’s CHS-Sachetan, Concerned Co-operators and the Thomas Attwood group.  

She has been involved in LWM since our earliest discussions. 

 

Philip Davis 

(Steering group) Phil represents transport consumers nationally and regionally and has 

extensive public policy experience, consumer and community engagement. A former trade 

union officer who specialised in lay advocacy and tribunals, he has more recently been a 

local authority Leader and a voluntary sector CEO. He is now a non-executive director of a 

number of public and community bodies and is a councillor in Birmingham. 

 

Pat Conaty  

(Steering group, associate) Pat Conaty is a Research Associate of the New Economics 

Foundation. He has produced a number of recent policy reports on local community 

banking, rural regeneration and community land trusts, micro-credit for small business, and 

affordable housing finance for low income homeowners with disrepair problems. He was 

formerly the Development Director of Birmingham Settlement, an inner city voluntary 

organisation. 

 

Rosemary Coyne 

(Steering group, associate) Rosemary is a chartered Landscape Architect with extensive all-

sector experience in regeneration and sustainable development including the water and 

waste industries and construction. She coordinates the Sustainable Housing Action 

Partnership and works on the retrofitting agenda with the Accord Group. She has 

contributed to production of planning policy on various issues for Birmingham City Council 

and other local authorities, and led consultation exercises on sustainability and climate 

change issues with individuals, communities and ‘leadership’ groups.  She has worked across 

the UK as well as living and working overseas including South America, India and Africa.  

 

Colin Hines 
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(Steering group) Colin is founder and convenor of the Green New Deal group, author of 

'Localization- A Global Manifesto' (Earthscan) and of the forthcoming e-book 'Protect and 

Thrive- the Case for Progressive Protectionism'. Before that he was the Co-ordinator of 

Greenpeace International's Economics Unit having worked for the organisation for 10 years. 

He was one of the founders of LWM. 

 

Conrad Parke  

(Associate) Conrad Parke is a freelance neighbourhood regeneration advisor supporting a 

number of regeneration initiatives across Birmingham and the Black Country. Current clients 

include the Black Country Consortium, Sandwell & West Birmingham Hospital NHS Trust, the 

Big Lottery, University of Birmingham and Sandwell MBC. From 2007 to 2011 he worked for 

RegenWM – the regeneration centre of excellence for the West Midlands – as Head of Skills 

Development in Regeneration for the region. Conrad worked on our “Mainstreaming 

Community Economic Development” initiative. 

 

Rajeev Prakash 

(Associate) Rajeev trained as a town planner and has a background in programme and 

project management – gained through leading multi-agency partnerships and of successfully 

delivering major and holistic regeneration initiatives. Rajeev has experience of strategic 

finance and budget management at the most senior level and he has particular expertise in 

efficiency and effectiveness reviews, strategy planning and implementation, evaluation and 

change management. 

 

If you are interested in getting involved with the work of LWM, as part of the Board, an 

associate, or as an active member, please contact Karen Leach to discuss this further. We 

are keen to involve a much greater diversity in background, age, gender, culture and 

experience in the work of LWM, not least to benefit from the insights that this diversity 

brings. More information on our website. 

 

 

5. Funding report 

During this financial year LWM received funding – charitable or contractual - from: 

 

• Barrow Cadbury Trust (for Localising Prosperity) 

• Birmingham City University (for Participology) 

• Birmingham Law School (for Birmingham Pound) 

• DCLG CED Partnership (via Co-ops UK). 

 

The full financial accounts for the year can be found in Part 2 of this Annual Report. 


